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a b s t r a c t

Electronic voting is an emerging social application of cryptographic protocols. A vast

amount of literature on electronic voting has been developed over the last two decades.

In this paper, we provide a framework that classifies these approaches and defines a set

of metrics under which their properties can be compared. Such a methodology reveals im-

portant differences in security properties between the classes and allows for selection and

future design of voting schemes, based on application requirements. We illustrate the use

of our framework by analyzing some of the existing electronic voting schemes.

ª 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Voting is a process at the heart of a democratic society. Voting

schemes have evolved from counting hands in early days, to

systems that include paper, punch card, mechanical lever,

and optical-scan machines. Recent democratic elections using

voting machines have shown that the winning margins could

be less than the error margins of the voting systems them-

selves, making election an error prone task. Use of electronic

voting has the potential to reduce or remove unwanted hu-

man errors. In addition to its reliability, e-voting can handle

multiple modalities (such as voice assistance for handicap),

and provide better scalability for large elections. E-Voting is

also an excellent mechanism that doesn’t require geographi-

cal proximity of the voters. For example, soldiers abroad can

participate in elections by voting online.
While e-voting has been an active area of research for the

past two decades, efforts to develop real-world solutions have

just begun (Caltech-MIT, 2001; Gritzalis, 2002a), posing several

new challenges. The use of insecure Internet, well documented

cases of incorrect implementations, and the resulting security

breaches have been reported recently (Jefferson et al., 2004;

Kohno et al., 2004). These challenges and concerns have to be

resolved in order to create public trust in e-voting.

An important step towards streamlining this effort is to de-

velop a framework and identify necessary properties that a se-

cure and trusted e-voting system must satisfy to reduce

discovery redundancy. Such a framework will allow us to eval-

uate as well as compare the merits of existing and future can-

didate e-voting schemes. In this paper we provide such

a framework. To maintain clarity, we minimize the use of for-

mulae and emphasize on main concepts.
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This paper is organized as follows. The next section de-

scribes the e-voting model and the properties that have to

be satisfied by voting schemes, and the section following the

next introduces necessary cryptographic building blocks

used by voting schemes. In Section 1 framework for classifica-

tion of voting schemes, our unified framework for classifica-

tion of e-voting schemes is described. Section 5 covers hidden

voter class, and the subsequent two sections cover hidden

vote class and the hidden voter with hidden vote class, res-

pectively. Section 8 compares the approaches described in

Sections 5 to 7. The last section presents our conclusions

and suggestions.

2. Description of voting model

A generic voting model consists of the following entities:

Voter, Authority, Candidate, and Adversary. Voters who are el-

igible, will vote to choose among the contesting candidates.

These candidates may be pre-specified, or write-in choices

of voters. Often, how someone votes has to be kept private

and the final count has to be reliable and verifiable. Equally

important is the ability to prevent inference of the partial tally

when the voting is in progress. An authority is an entity, re-

sponsible for conducting the election. An adversary is a mali-

cious entity in the voting model, which attempts to

manipulate the voting and/or tallying. An external adversary

may actively try to coerce a voter or buy a voter, and may pas-

sively try to breach the privacy of voters. An internal adversary,

apart from breaching privacy, may try to modify or reveal the

partial tally as well as corrupt the authority.

2.1. Voting scheme stages

A voting scheme generally consists of five stages as shown in

Fig. 1. Each stage will have the entities in the voting model,

participating in a cryptographic protocol to achieve specific re-

quirements. All the stages follow in order, except for the ver-

ification stage which can be used multiple times to enforce

protocols. We now present a list of requirements that have

to be addressed by a voting scheme and protocols that imple-

ment it.

2.2. Requirements of voting schemes

In order to be deployed widely, a voting scheme is expected to

satisfy certain general security requirements determined by the
application (Gritzalis, 2002b), and also some system implemen-

tation specific requirements. To be considered secure against

adversarial attacks a voting scheme must satisfy additional

security requirements. However, as shown in Fig. 2, some of

the requirements turn out to be conflicting, and tradeoffs of-

ten arise in system design. We now present these require-

ments by categorizing them as general security, adversary

counter-attack, and system implementation requirements.

(1) General Security Requirements:

(a) Eligibility: In any voting scheme, only valid voters who

meet certain pre-determined criterion are eligible to

vote. Ability to verify voter’s validity and a mechanism

to ensure that each entity can cast permitted number

of votes, is a must for a voting scheme.

(b) Privacy: In a secret ballot, a vote must not identify

a voter and any traceability between the voter and its

vote must be removed. Maximal privacy is achieved by

a voting scheme, if the privacy of a voter is breached

only with a collusion of all remaining entities (voters

and authorities).

(c) Verifiability: A voter should be able to verify if its vote

was correctly recorded and accounted for in the final

vote tally. There are two flavors of this requirement.

One is the individual verifiability (Sako and Killian,

1995) where only the voter can verify its vote in the

tally. The second is universal verifiability (Sako and Kill-

ian, 1995) where after the tally is published, anyone can

verify that all valid votes were included, and the tally

process was accurate. Universal verifiability is more

practical since assuming voters to verify their votes

individually is not realistic. Verifiability requirement

needs voter to be linked to vote, and hence is in contra-

diction to privacy. However, this requirement is crucial

in gaining trust of the voter in the voting system.

(d) Dispute-freeness: Any voting scheme must provide

a mechanism to resolve all disputes in any stage. The

notion of universal verifiability is similar but limited

to the voting and tallying stages. As will be shown

later, satisfying dispute-freeness can make design of

schemes complicated.

(e) Accuracy: Voting schemes must be error-free. The

votes must be correctly recorded and tallied. Votes of

invalid voters should not be counted in the tally. Uni-

versal verifiability property is directly related to

accuracy.
Announcement

establish protocols, eligible voter
list, security parameters and

quantities by authority

Registration/Pre-voting

Voter identification and
validation by authority

Voting/Ballot Casting

Voters submits vote,
related quantities

Tallying

Authority performs validity
checks, processes votes
to compute/publish tally

Verification

Verification of quantities
by voter and other

entities

Fig. 1 – A schematic diagram indicating various stages of a voting scheme. Note that more than one stage may require dif-

ferent forms of verification.
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(f) Long-term privacy: In periodic elections, long-term

untraceability or privacy may have to be provided to

the voter. Information-theoretically secure crypto-

graphic schemes (Stinson, 2002) are used to satisfy

this property.

(g) Fairness: In order to conduct an impartial election, no

one should be able to compute the partial tally as the

election progresses.

(2) Adversary Counter-attack Requirements:Apart from gen-

eral security features, a voting scheme must be resilient

to attacks by an adversary described in the voting model.

To ensure resilience, the following requirements have to

be met.

(a) Robustness: A scheme has to be robust against active or

passive attacks (corrupt authorities/voters) as well as

faults (non-participating authority/voters). A voting

scheme achieving maximum robustness in the pres-

ence of corrupt authorities, requires a collusion of all

authorities to disrupt the election. But this also neces-

sitates all the authorities to participate in conducting

the election. Any non-participating authority can also

disrupt the election, leading to zero robustness to

faults. Hence, as shown in Fig. 2, an inherent conflict

between robustness to adversary and robustness to

fault exists in a voting scheme.

(b) Receipt-freeness: A voter should not be provided with

a receipt with which it may be able to prove vote to

any other entity. Receipt-freeness (Benaloh and Tuin-

stra, 1994) has the same notion of untraceability or

privacy.

Robustness
to attack

Robustness
to faultFairness

Accuracy

Receipt-freeness

Maximal Robustness to Attack (MRA)

MRA

Robustness to Attack

HASHED AREA

Fig. 2 – A Venn diagram illustrating the relationships be-

tween some security properties of voting schemes. The in-

tersecting regions determine the properties satisfied and

are the design spaces for voting schemes. As an example,

the indicated hashed area is the design space for a scheme

that can satisfy accuracy, fairness, receipt-freeness and

maximum robustness to attack, but cannot satisfy robust-

ness to fault property.
(c) Incoercibility: An adversary may attempt to coerce

a voter and manipulate the manner in which a vote

is cast. An adversary may also force a voter to abstain

from casting a vote, or may even represent a valid

voter at any stage of the voting scheme, by obtaining

the voter’s private key. An incoercible voting scheme,

will not allow such an adversary to coerce voters.

(3) System Implementation Requirements:A voting scheme

satisfying the above requirements must also be imple-

mentable. In particular, the scheme must satisfy at least

the following requirements:

(a) Scalability: The complexity of the protocols used in

a voting scheme, is a major factor in its practical

implementation. An efficient voting scheme has to be

scalable with respect to storage, computation, and

communication needs as a fraction of the number of

voters.

(b) Practicality: A practical voting scheme should not have

assumptions and requirements that may be difficult to

implement on a large scale.

3. Cryptographic building blocks of
e-voting schemes

Before describing our framework, we provide a brief descrip-

tion of the cryptographic primitives and modules that consti-

tute the protocols of a voting scheme. Notation used in this

paper is presented in Table 1. Modular arithmetic is assumed

for all cryptographic operations presented in our exposition

(Stinson, 2002).

Table 1 – Standard notation in our presentation

Notation Description

fV1;V2;.;Vng Set of n voters

fv1; v2;.;vmg Set of votes

cast by voters

fA1;A2;.;Akg Set of k election authorities

EKðmÞ Encryption of a message m with a key K

DKðcÞ Decryption of a ciphertext c with key K�1

Kxi
;K�1

xi
Public key,

private key of an entity xi. Note

that DKi

�
EKi
ðmÞ

�
¼ m

HðxÞ One-way hash

of x

Zn f0; 1;2;.;n� 1g
Z�n f1; 2;.;n� 1g where n is a prime

x k y Concatenation of strings x and y

x˛RS x is a random

element from the set S�
xj

�
Set of elements xj’s

gcdðx; yÞ Greatest common divisor of x and y

commðm;KÞ Commitment scheme for message m

using a key K

blindðm; r;KÞ Blinding technique of the message

m using random r and public key K

signP

�
m;K�1

�
Signature scheme of a participant P with

private key K�1
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3.1. Secure channels

For interaction between entities over an insecure medium,

voting schemes use the following secure communication

channels:

� Private channel (Cramer et al., 1996) – a secure but observ-

able communication channel that can be implemented

using private key or public key cryptosystem.

� Untappable channel (Sako and Killian, 1995) – a physically se-

cure but unobservable communication channel.

3.2. Anonymous channels

During vote submission, voter privacy can be provided by con-

cealing the identity of the voter. This is accomplished using an

anonymous channel – a communication channel where the

voter (sender) is anonymous to the authority (receiver) and

to any observer of the communication. In Chaum (1981),

a multistage system consisting of cryptography and shuf-

fling/permutations, called mixnet, was proposed as an anony-

mous channel. We describe it below.

3.2.1. Mixnets
Fig. 3 presents a schematic diagram of a generic mixnet. At

stage iðMixiÞ, a batch of inputs are received and transformed

using either decryption or encryption, permuted and parallely

transferred to stage iþ 1. Based on the cryptographic transfor-

mation used, the mixnet is called decryption mixnet or re-en-

cryption mixnet. We describe them below.

3.2.1.1. Decryption mixnet. Let Ki be the public key of the ith

stage. Let the sender of the mixnet be a voter and the receiver

be an authority, in a voting scheme. A sender Vj concatenates

a message mj with a random string rj as
�
mj k rj

�
, then encrypts

as, EK1

�
EK2

�
.
�
EKl

�
mj k rj

��
.
��

and broadcasts it. Mixi with pri-

vate key K�1
i , receives inputs as, EKi

�
EKiþ1

�
.
�
EKl

�
mj k rj

��
.
��

from Mixi�1. The mixnet algorithm can be described as

follows.

Input. EK1

�
EK2

�
.
�
EKl

�
mj k rj

��
.
��

; j ¼ 1;.;n.

For i ¼ 1;.; l.

For j ¼ 1;.;n.
Step 1. Decrypt as DKi
EKi

�
EKiþ1

�
.
�
EKl

�
mj k rj

��
.
��
¼

EKiþ1

�
.
�
EKl

�
mj k rj

��
.
�
.

Step 2. Lexicographically order all decrypted quantities

obtained in Step 1.

Output.
�

mj

�
R
, a batch of mixed messages that cannot be

traced back to senders.

We note that RSA (Rivest et al., 1978) based mixnet requires

the voter to perform l encryptions. An efficient decryption

mixnet based on ElGamal cryptosystem (ElGamal, 1985), re-

quiring only one encryption by voter was proposed in Park

et al. (1994). A re-encryption mixnet also proposed in Park

et al. (1994), is described below.

3.2.1.2. Re-encryption mixnet. A sender Vj uses random string

rj, encrypts message mj as EK

�
mj; rj

�
¼
�
grj ;Krj mj

�
where K ¼ gS

is the public key of the receiver (authority), and broadcasts it.

The mixnet algorithm is as follows:

Input. EK

�
mj; rj

�
¼
�
grj ;Krj mj

�
; j ¼ 1;.;n.

For i ¼ 1;.; l.

For j ¼ 1;.;n.

Step 1. Re-encrypt with random string ri;j as:

EK

 
mj; rj þ

Xi�1

a¼1

ra;j þ ri;j

!
¼
�

grjþ
Pi

a¼1
ra;j ;Krjþ

Pi

a¼1
ra;j mj

�
: (1)

Step 2. Randomly permute all re-encrypted quantities

obtained in Step 1.

Output.(
EK

 
mj; rj þ

Xl

a¼1

ra;j

!
¼
�

grjþ
Pl

a¼1
ra;j ;Krjþ

Pl

a¼1
ra;j mj

�)
R

;

a batch of randomized encryptions that cannot be traced back

to senders.

In a mixnet, a disruption can occur when a corrupt mix may

try to modify some of its inputs or a faulty mix simply fails to

perform its operation. The above mixnets in their current

form are not robust to such a corrupt or faulty mix (Pfitzmann,

1994; Ogata et al., 1997). By introducing verification of mixing,

the mixnets of Park et al. (1994) were made robust to multiple
Mix1 Mix2 Mixl

MIXNET
EK(m1,r1)

y1

y2

yn

y4

y3

EK(m2,r2)

EK(m3,r3)

EK(m4,r4)

EK(mn,rn)

Fig. 3 – A general form of mixnet with l mixes and n inputs,
n

EK

�
mj; rj

�o
, where

n
mj

o
are the messages and

n
rj

o
are random

strings. In a decryption mixnet, K is public key of the mixnet, and output sequence
�
yi

�
contains decrypted messages

n
mj

o
R

in random order. In a re-encryption mixnet, K is the public key of the receiver, and the output sequence
�
yi

�
contains re-

encrypted
n

EK

�
mj; r

0
j

�o
R

in random order.
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corrupt mixes in Sako and Killian (1995),1 but robustness to

a faulty mix was still a problem in the modified decryption

mixnet.

Approaches to improving robustness and efficiency of mix-

nets can be broadly classified as optimistic and pessimistic. An

optimistic approach achieves the best performance when

there is no disruption at any mix (Abe, 2000; Jakobsson et al.,

2002; Golle et al., 2002). However, robustness is sacrificed,

since a disruption requires repetition of the entire mixing,

also resulting in a degradation in efficiency. On the other

hand, a pessimistic approach provides verification at every

stage and has no adaptive mechanism to improve efficiency

when there is no disruption at any mix (Neff, 2001; Furukawa

and Sako, 2001; Groth, 2003).

3.2.2. DC-net
Use of an anonymous broadcast channel provides maximal

privacy as well as incoercibility. An anonymous broadcast

channel called DC-net (dining cryptographers network), was

proposed in Chaum (1988b). The idea is that, given n partici-

pants (voters) of the DC-net, it is impossible to trace the sender

of a broadcast without a collusion of the remaining n� 1 par-

ticipants. Such a channel however, has problems with scal-

ability and robustness, since a corrupt participant can block

transmissions of honest participants without being traced

and a non-participant would disrupt the channel. A recent

work in Golle and Juels (2004) addresses the robustness prob-

lem of DC-nets by efficiently detecting corrupt participants.

3.3. Bulletin board

The vote and voter verifiability requirements can be achieved

with a publicly accessible bulletin board. The bulletin board as

defined in Cramer et al. (1997), is a public, broadcast commu-

nication channel that has memory. Any information that is

broadcast will be stored in memory and readable by anyone.

The bulletin board may contain designated, authenticated

sections for eligible voters. An authenticated voter has

write-only (append) access to its designated section. Such

a bulletin board can be implemented robustly using multiple

servers. In a voting scheme, each eligible voter will post

a vote in its section. This allows for verification that vote is

recorded correctly, and that all valid votes are included later

in the tally. The authority also uses the bulletin board to

post information. A special form of bulletin board will contain

no designated sections, and is useful to remove link between

voter and vote when achieving incoercibility property, as

seen later in Section Token and homomorphic encryption

based schemes.

3.4. Blind signature

Blind signature is a cryptographic protocol that can be used to

anonymize the vote. As seen later in Section Token based

schemes, such a protocol when combined with anonymous

broadcast channel can achieve maximal privacy property.

The protocol can be described as follows.

1 We will present this approach later in Section Bulletin board
based schemes.
Step 1. A voter V blinds its vote v using a random string r,

and the public key KA of authority A as, BV ¼
blindðv; r;KAÞ, then signs BV using its private key K�1

V as,

signV

�
BV;K�1

V

�
, and sends it to A.

Step 2. A verifies the validity of V (by verifying the signature

with V’s public key KV), then signs BV with its private key

K�1
A as, signA

�
BV;K�1

A

�
, and sends it to V.

Step 3. Finally, V verifies signature of A and then unblinds

(removes r) to obtain signA

�
v;K�1

A

�
, which is the blindly

signed vote v.

Such a protocol was proposed in Chaum (1984) using RSA

cryptosystem, where blindðv; r;KAÞ ¼ rKA v.

3.5. Homomorphic encryption

An encryption algorithm EK, is said to be homomorphic, if

given EKðm1Þ and EKðm2Þ, we can obtain EKðm11m2Þ without

decrypting m1 and m2 individually, for some operation 1.

The operation 1 can be a modular addition (4, additive ho-

momorphism) or multiplication (5, multiplicative homomor-

phism). RSA public key cryptosystem (Rivest et al., 1978)

possesses multiplicative homomorphism, while ElGamal

(1985) and Paillier (1999) cryptosystems possess additive

homomorphism.

3.6. Secret sharing

A single authority trusted to conduct the election can become

corrupt or faulty. Robustness can be addressed by distributing

trust over multiple authorities. It then becomes necessary to

also share secrets (such as a decryption key) between them.

A (t, k) threshold secret sharing scheme (Shamir, 1979), where

t� k can be used to share a secret S between k authorities.

The scheme requires a trusted party T that executes

a shared-key generation protocol: constructs the secret key

S ¼ K�1, publishes the public key K, and generates k shares

of the secret key. Authority Ai, receives a share si from T

over a private communication channel. To reconstruct the se-

cret key, t or more honest authorities have to submit their

shares which are then combined. The secret key is computa-

tionally protected up to a collusion of t� 1 corrupt and k� t

faulty authorities. In voting schemes, T can be a third party

or the voter.

In a verifiable secret sharing scheme (Chor et al., 1985), the

trusted party T is distributedly implemented by the k author-

ities themselves, but requiring increased computations and

communications. Only the k authorities can verify the proto-

col and hence any dispute may need to be resolved by a trusted

third party. In a publicly verifiable secret sharing scheme (PVSS)

(Schoenmakers, 1999), any external party can verify the cor-

rectness of the protocols at each stage of the scheme. Use of

PVSS can provide dispute-freeness property as shown later

in Section Voter key threshold schemes.

3.7. Interactive and non-interactive proofs

A voter may be required to prove validity of vote, and an au-

thority may need to prove validity of a cryptographic opera-

tion, as shown in Section Hidden vote. This can be achieved
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using an interactive proof (Goldwasser et al., 1989), a crypto-

graphic protocol implemented by an entity P (prover) to prove

knowledge of a secret to an entity V (verifier). Such protocols

normally require three interactions between P and V. During

first interaction P commits to a claim and sends the commit-

ment to V. In the second interaction V sends a challenge to P. Fi-

nally in the third interaction, P computes a response based on

the secret, the committed value, the challenge sent by V,

and sends this response to V. At the end of the protocol, V ei-

ther accepts or rejects the proof of P. If such a proof does not

leak the secret then it has zero-knowledge property (Goldwasser

et al., 1989). The protocol may be repeated to attain high prob-

ability of detecting a corrupt P. A non-interactive proof (Blum

et al., 1991) is obtained by applying heuristics such as Fiat

and Shamir (1987) to an interactive proof. The main idea is

to make P first compute the commitment and also the chal-

lenge as a one-way hash of the commitment and send both of

these quantities along with the response, to V in a single

broadcast.

4. A framework for classification of
voting schemes

In a secret voting scheme, voters need to privately communi-

cate their votes towards the final tally. There will be a tallying

authority which is responsible for receiving the votes and con-

ducting the tallying stage. Based on how voters submit votes to

this tallying authority, we have the following broad classifica-

tion for voting schemes.

� Hidden voter: The voters anonymously submit votes.

� Hidden vote: The voters openly submit encrypted votes.

� Hidden voter with hidden vote: The voters anonymously sub-

mit encrypted votes.

We now discuss each class in detail and analyze some

existing schemes under our framework.

5. Hidden voter

In this class of voting schemes, the voter remains anonymous

while sending vote without encryption to the tallying author-

ity through an anonymous channel such as mixnet or DC-net. To

maintain accuracy of the vote, a secure communication from

the voter to the input of the anonymous channel is required.

Hence the general form of the vote from voter Vj is:

EK

�
vj; rj

�
; (2)

where rj is random string, K is the public key of the anony-

mous channel, and vj is the vote for a pre-specified or un-spec-

ified candidate. The tallying authority and any observer,

receive a set of open votes
�

vj

�
R

at the output of the anony-

mous channel. Hence anyone can compute the tally,
P

j vj, in

a hidden voter scheme.

To ensure that the hidden voter is valid, there has to be

some form of identification that is associated with the vote,

representing a proof of the voter’s validity. Based on this we
can categorize hidden voter schemes as: token based schemes,

and bulletin board based schemes.

5.1. Token based schemes

The identification quantity called token, is obtained by the

voter from the authority during the registration stage of the

voting scheme, implementing a token generation protocol. In

order to ensure voter anonymity, the token has to be random

and not linkable to the voter. During voting stage, voter sends

token/vote over the anonymous channel to the tallying au-

thority. A hidden voter scheme was proposed in Chaum

(1981) and improved in Chaum (1988a) and Boyd (1990). We de-

scribe the voting scheme proposed in Chaum (1981).

5.1.1. Scheme in Chaum (1981)

Announcement stage: Chaum’s decryption mixnet and its

RSA public key cryptosystem parameters are announced,

i.e. EKðm; rÞ ¼ EK1

�
EK2

�
.
�
EKl
ðm k rÞ

�
.
��

. Each voter is asso-

ciated with a unique digital signature.

Registration stage:

(1) Token generation protocol. The eligible voter Vj generates

a random KVj
and K�1

Vj
(RSA encryption and decryption

keys) and will set, tokenj ¼ KVj
.

(2) Vj sends tokenj to Mix1 as EK

�
tokenj; rj

�
where rj is a ran-

dom bit string, along with its digital signature on it to

prove eligibility. Vj obtains a receipt of token from

Mix1.

(3) Mixk, outputs2 a lexicographically ordered list of voter

tokenj’s.

Verification stage: Vj verifies tokenj is received and recorded

correctly.

Voting stage: Vj encrypts its vote vj as:

EK

�
tokenj k EK�1

Vj

�
vj k 0l

�
; r0j

�
; (3)

and then sends a signed copy of it to Mix1. Note that the 0l is

a large string of zero bits (of fixed length l ) that ensures

with high probability, detection of incorrect processing by

any of the mixes. The voter will receive a receipt of vote

from Mix1. After mixing, Mixk outputs a lexicographically

ordered list of KVj
k EK�1

Vj

�
vj k 0l

�
on the bulletin board,

from which anyone can compute tally and also detect inac-

curate votes.

5.1.2. Analysis of scheme in Chaum (1981)
As seen from Tables 2 and 3, the scheme only satisfies eligibil-

ity, privacy and individual verifiability properties. Computa-

tional privacy (equivalent to breaking RSA) is provided

against any external adversary. Potentially tokenj of two or

more voters can be the same (collision problem). A single cor-

rupt mix can also create inaccuracy by simply modifying the

quantities it gets as input. Hence the scheme is not accurate

or robust. When a voter detects an inaccuracy (complaining

voter), in order to protect privacy of the voter, redoing the

2 We assume that there exists a bulletin board that contains the
output of Mixk.
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Table 2 – Comparison of schemes based on general security properties

Scheme/property Eligibility Privacy Verifiable Dispute-free Accuracy Fair

Chaum, 1981 U Com Ind � � �
Chaum, 1988a U Com/Max Ind � � �
Boyd, 1990 U Com/Max Ind � � �
Sako and Killian, 1995 U Com U � U C

Chaum, 2004 U Com Ind/CU � C C

Cohen and Fischer, 1985 U Com U � U �
Cohen and Yung, 1986 U Com U � U C

Benaloh, 1987 U Com U � U C

Iverson, 1992 U Com Ind � C C

Sako and Killian, 1994 U Com U � U C

Cramer et al., 1996 U Com U � U C

Cramer et al., 1997 U Com U � U C

Schoenmakers, 1999 U Com U U U C

Hirt and Sako, 2000 U Com U � U C

Baudron et al., 2001 U Com U � U C

Lee and Kim, 2002 U Com U � U C

Kiayias and Yung, 2002 U Com/Max U U U C

Damgård and Jurik, 2001 U Com U � U C

Fujioka et al., 1993 U Com Ind � � U

Baraani-Dastjerdi et al., 1995 U Com Ind � C U

Okamoto, 1997 U Com Ind � � C

Juang et al., 2002 U Com Ind � C C

Golle et al., 2002 U Com Ind/CU � C C

Lee et al., 2003 U Com U � U C

Kiayias and Yung, 2004 U Com U � U C

Juels and Jakobsson, 2002 U Com Ind � C C

Acquisti, 2004 U Com Ind � C C

U, Satisfied; �, not satisfied; C, conditionally satisfied; Com, computational privacy; Max, maximal privacy; Ind, individually verifiable; CU, con-

ditionally universally verifiable.
election process is inevitable. Fairness property is however,

lost when there is a re-election, since partial tally would

have been revealed previously and may affect the decisions

of voters in the re-election. Another disadvantage of Chaum

(1981) is that a collusion of all the mixes would breach privacy

of the voter. This weakness is addressed by the schemes in

Chaum (1988a) and Boyd (1990).

Unlike Chaum (1988a), the scheme in Boyd (1990) uses

computation of discrete log. But the main idea of both

schemes is to employ a blind signature technique in the token

generation protocol. As seen in Section Blind signature, at

the end of the token generation protocol, Vj obtains

signA

�
vj;K

�1
A

�
, where, K�1

A is the private key of authority. Vj

broadcasts this signed vote during the voting stage over the

DC-net. The tally is computable by any voter that is a partici-

pant of the DC-net. The maximal privacy is achieved, since

breaching privacy of Vj requires a collusion of all the remain-

ing voters and the authority. However, accuracy and robustness

are still problems in this approach, since the authority partici-

pating in the DC-net is able to add invalid votes for any

abstainee without possible detection. As seen from Tables 2

and 3, the schemes suffer from other weaknesses (including

fairness) of Chaum (1981). Also, the DC-net requires all voters

to participate in the tallying stage, which makes the approach

impractical.

We note that the token based hidden voter schemes have

common weaknesses with robustness, accuracy and fairness,
mainly due to the anonymous channel used. Moreover, the

schemes provide voter with a receipt to prove its vote, violat-

ing receipt-freeness property. These weaknesses are

addressed in the category that is presented next.

5.2. Bulletin board based schemes

Fig. 4 presents a bulletin board scheme. The voter uses an au-

thenticated section on the publicly accessible bulletin board

(Section Bulletin board) to post a vote, which is then mixed

verifiably by a decryption mixnet. Tokens are not needed

here since only eligible voters get access to the bulletin board.

Schemes proposed in Sako and Killian (1995) and Chaum

(2004) belong to this category of hidden voter schemes. We de-

scribe them below.

5.2.1. Scheme in Sako and Killian (1995)

Announcement stage: The public key (ElGamal cryptosystem)

of the anonymous channel, K ¼ gS ¼ g
Pl

i¼1
Si is announced

with g˛G, where G is a unique multiplicative subgroup of

Z�p with order q, and p, q are large primes with qjðp� 1Þ,
and S˛Zq. Each Mixi has public, private key as

�
gSi ;Si

�
.

Registration stage: The eligible Vj registers and interacts with

the l stage re-encryption mixnet. The following algorithm

is executed by the mixnet.
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Table 3 – Comparison of schemes based on adversarial counter-attack and system implementation properties

Scheme/property Robust Receipt-free Incoercible Scalable Practical

Chaum, 1981 � � � � �
Chaum, 1988a � � � � �
Boyd, 1990 � � � � �
Sako and Killian, 1995 � U � � �
Chaum, 2004 C U � U C

Cohen and Fischer, 1985 � � � � �
Cohen and Yung, 1986 � � � � �
Benaloh, 1987 C � � � U

Iverson, 1992 � � � � C

Sako and Killian, 1994 � � � � U

Cramer et al., 1996 C � � � U

Cramer et al., 1997 C � � C C

Schoenmakers, 1999 C � � � U

Hirt and Sako, 2000 C U � � C

Baudron et al., 2001 C U � C C

Lee and Kim, 2002 C U � U �
Kiayias and Yung, 2002 � � � � U

Damgård and Jurik, 2001 C U � C C

Fujioka et al., 1993 � � � U �
Baraani-Dastjerdi et al., 1995 C � � � �
Okamoto, 1997 C U � � �
Juang et al., 2002 C � � U U

Golle et al., 2002 C � � C U

Lee et al., 2003 C U � C �
Kiayias and Yung, 2004 C U � C C

Juels and Jakobsson, 2002 C U C � �
Acquisti, 2004 C U C � �

U, Satisfied; �, not satisfied; C, conditionally satisfied.
Input. EK

�
vðfÞ;0

�
¼
�
g0;K0vðfÞ

�
; f ¼ 1;.; c, where c is the

number of candidates, and vðfÞ is the vote for candidate f.

For i ¼ 1;.; l.

For f ¼ 1;.; c.

Step 1. Commit to Vj (using Vj’s public key) a random

permutation pi;j.

Step 2. Re-encrypt with random string ri;f as:

EK

 
vðfÞ;

Xi�1

a¼1

ra;f þ ri;f

!
¼
�

g
Pi

a¼1
ra;f ;K

Pi

a¼1
ra;f vðf Þ

�
: (4)

Step 3. Randomly permute using pi;j, all re-encrypted

quantities obtained in Step 2.

Step 4. Post non-interactive proof of correct re-encryp-

tion and permutation, proof i;j, on the bulletin board.

Step 5. Decommit pi;j to the voter Vj over an untappable

channel, that verifies pi;j, using proofi;j.

Output.
n

EK

�
vðfÞ;

Pl
a¼1 ra;f

�o
R
, a batch of randomized c en-

cryptions that can be traced back to actual votes, only by

voter Vj.

Voting stage:

(1) Vost casting. Vj chooses one of the c ElGamal encryptions

from the output of the re-encryption mixnet, as its

vote EK

�
vj; rj

�
.

(2) Mixing. All voters finish choosing their encrypted

votes, the votes are then sent through the decryption
mixnet. Each Mix posts non-interactive proofs of cor-

rect mixing (decryption and permutation) on the bulle-

tin board. Mixi will output the decrypted vj’s on the

bulletin board (and also the proofs).

5.2.2. Analysis of the scheme in Sako and Killian (1995)
Eligibility and privacy properties are satisfied, but more impor-

tantly fairness, accuracy, and universal verifiability properties are

also achieved. The verifiable mixnet together with the publicly

accessible bulletin board, provides universal verifiability prop-

erty. Hence the scheme also satisfies accuracy. Fairness and ro-

bustness are achieved up to l� 1 corrupt mixes. Receipt-freeness

property is satisfied assuming one-way untappable channels,

since the voter cannot prove its vote to adversary. Use of the

untappable channels however, creates the possibility for dis-

putes between the voter and the authority, over a communica-

tion and also makes the scheme less practical. The multiple

communications and computations for verification required

by the voter makes the scheme unscalable as well as inefficient.

However, the main disadvantage of the scheme is lack of ro-

bustness to a faulty mix, since a single non-participating mix

in the decryption mixnet can disrupt the election. Recently,

a hidden voter scheme was proposed in Chaum (2004) using

a robust decryption mixnet that was developed in Jakobsson

et al. (2002). Receipt-freeness is innovatively achieved in

Chaum (2004) using visual cryptography. But the mixnet is

only conditionally universally verifiable (Jakobsson et al., 2002)

and can produce inaccuracies. Any inaccuracy may lead to an

unfair re-election as in other hidden voter schemes.
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6. Hidden vote

The class of hidden voter schemes could not satisfy accuracy,

fairness and robustness together. These are important proper-

ties necessary for any election. Apart from unfairness, other

weaknesses of the hidden voter schemes were mainly due to

properties of the anonymous channels used. In order to ad-

dress weaknesses of hidden voter schemes, a new genre of

voting schemes called hidden vote requiring no anonymous

channel, were introduced in Cohen and Fischer (1985), Cohen

and Yung (1986) and Benaloh (1987).

A typical hidden vote scheme is as shown in Fig. 5. An eli-

gible voter posts an encrypted vote in an authenticated sec-

tion of a publicly accessible bulletin board. Since the voter is

not anonymous, it becomes necessary for the vote to remain

encrypted, to hide the link between the voter and its vote (pri-

vacy). Homomorphic encryption defined in Section Homomor-

phic encryption, provides a mechanism to directly combine

the encrypted votes to get an encrypted tally. The tally is

obtained by decryption. However, validity of the hidden votes

has to be ensured before combining them. The voter is there-

fore required to provide an interactive or non-interactive

proof (Section Interactive and non-interactive proofs) of valid-

ity. The general form of the vote Vj posts is:�
EK

�
vj; rj

�
;proofj

�
; (5)

where K is the public key of a probabilistic homomorphic en-

cryption scheme, vj is the vote, proofj is a proof of validity of

the vote. After verifying the proofs of voters, the tallying au-

thority computes:

Y
j

EK

�
vj

�
¼ EK

0
@X

j

vj;
Y

j

rj

1
A or EK

0
@X

j

vj;
X

j

rj

1
A; (6)

Voter

BULLETIN BOARD

Tallying Authority

E
K
(v, r)

{E
K
(v, r)}

{v}, sum(v)

DECRYPTION
MIXNET

{v}
R

Fig. 4 – A typical bulletin board with decryption mixnet

based HIDDEN VOTER scheme. Voter submits encrypted

vote EKðv; rÞ, to its authenticated section in the bulletin

board. After all votes have been cast, the decryption mixnet

is used to open and submit votes in random order, to tal-

lying authority. Any observer can compute the tally sumðvÞ.
due to the homomorphism of encryption E. The authority

needs to post decrypted tally
P

j vj and a proof of correct de-

cryption. Using the posted quantities on the board anyone

can compute and verify tally to be valid, thus achieving univer-

sal verifiability.

Unlike hidden voter schemes where encoding of vj was

flexible, encoding of vj in hidden vote schemes is limited.

Since the encrypted votes are directly combined to compute

the tally, the format of the votes has to be fixed. The encoding

used is determined by the number of candidate choices

(Cramer et al., 1997). Hence hidden vote schemes can only ac-

commodate pre-specified candidate votes. Write-in votes are

not handled.

Based on the public key used for the probabilistic, homo-

morphic encryption of votes we can further classify hidden

vote schemes as: vote threshold schemes, authority key threshold

schemes, and voter key threshold schemes.

6.1. Vote threshold schemes

In this category of hidden vote schemes, the vote is segmented

into k shares by the voter using (t, k) secret sharing scheme,

and each of the k authorities receives one encrypted share

(encrypted with that authority’s public key). Note that it can

be the case that t¼ k. Each authority then uses homomorphic

property of its public key cryptosystem and multiplies all the

shares it received from voters to get the encrypted partial

sum. Each authority then decrypts its partial sum and finally

the authorities add their partial sums to get the final tally of

votes. Schemes proposed in Cohen and Yung (1986) and Bena-

loh (1987) initiated this particular category. We describe them

in detail below.

6.1.1. Schemes in Cohen and Fischer (1985), Cohen
and Yung (1986) and Benaloh (1987)
These schemes introduced the seminal idea of using a proba-

bilistic encryption scheme, with additive homomorphism,

based on rth residuosity assumption (hardness of computing

rth roots) (Stinson, 2002), for voting. We present the main

idea here.

Voter

BULLETIN BOARD

Tallying Authority

prod( {E
K
(v,r)} ) = E

K
(sum(v) )

E
K
(v,r), proof

V

{E
K
(v,r)}

sum(v), proof
A

proof
V

Fig. 5 – A typical HIDDEN VOTE scheme. Voter submits en-

crypted vote EKðv; rÞ and a proofV of validity, to its authen-

ticated section in the bulletin board. After voting stage, the

tallying authority checks validity of
�
proofV

�
, collects all

valid encrypted votes fEKðvÞg and computes EKðsumðvÞÞ.
Then tally, sumðvÞ, and proofA of correct decryption are

posted on bulletin board.
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Given large primes p, q with n¼ pq and a prime r such that

rjðp� 1Þ, the public key K of the authority is chosen such that

gcdðK;nÞ ¼ 1 and that K is not a rth-residue mod n i.e.

Ksxr cx˛Z�n. Only the encryption scheme E and (K, r, n) are

made public to the voters. A voter Vj encrypts vote as:

EK

�
vj;uj

�
¼ Kvj ur

j ðmod nÞ; (7)

where the vote vj˛f0;1g and uj˛RZ�n is a random string chosen

by the voter (voter’s receipt). During the pre-voting stage, Vj

implements an interactive proof of validity of vote by posting

encryptions of both votes (0, 1) and engaging the authority to

complete a proofj (zero knowledge). During the voting stage, Vj

designates one of the two encryptions as its desired vote. The

tallying follows as described above.

6.1.2. Analysis of scheme in Benaloh (1987)
Scheme in Cohen and Fischer (1985) has only one authority

and was modified in Cohen and Yung (1986), by making the

voter share vote among k authorities (each authority Ai has

public key Ki). Thus robustness to k� 1 corrupt authorities is

achieved. However, both these approaches are not robust to

faults, since a non-participating authority can disrupt the vot-

ing. Hence the scheme in Benaloh (1987) was proposed, which

used threshold secret sharing technique to ensure robustness

to faults. The vote vj is shared among k authorities using a (t, k)

threshold scheme.

A practical limitation of Benaloh (1987) scheme is that the

voting stage of the scheme is dependent on the termination of

the pre-voting stage. To cast a vote, Vj has to wait for all other

voters to finish their interactive proof phase. A variant scheme

proposed in Iverson (1992) addresses this weakness and makes

the Vj’s participation independent of other voters. It achieves

this by using the blind signature technique of Chaum et al.

(1990). A blindly signed token containing voter ID is sent with

the shares to the authorities. An invalid re-use of the token re-

veals the ID of the voter. However, this scheme lacks efficiency

and robustness. Also, universal verifiability is sacrificed since

the scheme does not use a bulletin board for communication.

Another disadvantage of Benaloh (1987) scheme is the use

of interactive proofs that require intensive computations and

communications. This weakness is eliminated by variants

proposed in Sako and Killian (1994) and Cramer et al. (1996).

The efficiency is improved in Sako and Killian (1994) by using

different computational difficulty assumption (discrete log as-

sumption instead of rth residuosity assumption) and making

use of efficient non-interactive proofs. A similar but more ro-

bust approach (using threshold scheme) to achieve efficiency,

is proposed in Cramer et al. (1996).

Though having some desirable properties, all the above

schemes still require multiple computation and communica-

tion and hence are not scalable or practical in their current

form. The scheme in Cramer et al. (1997), presented next, ad-

dresses this weakness and proposes an efficient category of

schemes that require voter to perform only a single encryp-

tion for voting.

6.2. Authority key threshold schemes

Here the voter encrypts the vote with public key K of a tallying

authority. To ensure robustness there are multiple authorities
sharing the private (decryption) key among themselves using

(t, k) verifiable secret sharing scheme (Pedersen, 1991), which also

requires the use of threshold variants of public key cryptosys-

tems. Such a scheme is proposed in Cramer et al. (1997) and is

described below.

6.2.1. Scheme in Cramer et al. (1997)
This scheme achieves high efficiency by using a modified

ElGamal encryption technique for encrypting the vote, based

on the discrete log assumption (hardness of computing dis-

crete log in multiplicative subgroups of Z�p, p being a large

prime) (Stinson, 2002).

Announcement stage: The authorities engage in a shared-key

generation protocol to share the private key S. The author-

ities publish the group public key K ¼ gS and p, q (large

primes). Authorities also publish g, h that are primitive el-

ements (generators) of the unique multiplicative subgroup

G3Z�p of order q ( p, q large primes, qjðp� 1Þ).
Pre-voting, voting stages: The Vj computes encryption of vote

vj˛f�1;1g as:

EK

�
vj; rj

�
¼
�
grj ;Krj hvj

�
ðmod pÞ; (8)

where rj˛RZq is the random string selected by the voter.

Voter also computes a non-interactive proof of validity,

proofj, with zero-knowledge property.

Tallying stage: After checking each voter’s proof of validity, t

honest authorities combine together all the valid votes as:

�Y
j

grj ;
Y

j

Krj hvj

�
¼
�

g
P

j
rj ;K

P
j
rj h
P

j
vj
�
: (9)

Using non-interactive proofs, the t authorities verifiably

decrypt the product (without disclosing the private key S )

to get the exponentiated tally of votes, h
P

j
vj . Next, the author-

ities search the tally space for a match. Assuming there are n

voters who voted, the tally space is
�

h�n;.; 0;.;hn
�

. Hence,

the final tally
P

j vj is computed.

6.2.2. Analysis of the scheme in Cramer et al. (1997)
As seen from Tables 2 and 3, the scheme satisfies desirable

properties and also achieves efficiency. Robustness to corrupt

authorities is t� 1 and robustness to faults is k� t. However,

the vote format limits the scalability and practicality gain of

this scheme. An increase in the number of candidates makes

the proofs and the tallying process complex. For a simple elec-

tion involving only two candidates and N voters, the tally com-

putation complexity is UðN1=2Þ. For elections involving M

candidates, the complexity is exponential (UðNM�1=2Þ). Scal-

ability of tallying is improved significantly by Damgård and

Jurik (2001), using generalized Paillier cryptosystem (based

on composite residuosity assumption (Paillier, 1999)) instead

of the ElGamal cryptosystem. We describe it below.

Given n¼ pq where p, q are large primes, let K˛Zn2 with or-

der of a non-zero multiple of n. (K, n) is public key of the Paillier

cryptosystem. Encryption of a vote vj is computed as:

EK

�
vj;uj

�
¼ Kvj rn

j

�
mod n2

�
; (10)
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where the vote vj˛Zn and rj˛RZ�n. The decryption (and hence

tallying) can be computed efficiently in this type of cryptosys-

tem, instead of the brute-force search of the tally space done

in Cramer et al. (1997).

An interesting scheme using Paillier’s cryptosystem, was

proposed by Baudron et al. (2001). The scheme addresses the

hierarchical architecture of real-world elections. In a three-

level hierarchy, voter post three encryptions, each with a dif-

ferent public key belonging to different set of authorities (pre-

cinct, regional and national). Tallying can be done reliably and

accurately from the precinct level to national level. However,

the complexity of proofs increases with the complexity of

vote formats.

The receipt-freeness property can be incorporated using

the techniques proposed in Hirt and Sako (2000) and Lee and

Kim (2002). This is achieved by not allowing Vj to generate rj.

The approach of Hirt and Sako (2000) is similar to Sako and

Killian (1995) but more robust, where k authorities (threshold

sharing of the private key S ) jointly generate the random

string rj using untappable channel from authority to voter,

and non-interactive proofs (Jakobsson et al., 1996). However,

as in Sako and Killian (1995), such an approach does sacrifice

practicality and scalability properties for receipt-freeness. In

Lee and Kim (2002), a tamper-resistant randomizer is used for

randomizing the vote of the voter, along with non-interactive

proofs. Since such a randomizer is local to the voting terminal,

there is no need for untappable channel assumption. How-

ever, practicality of such a randomizer is a matter of concern.

Another receipt-free approach, proposed in Baudron et al.

(2001), is to employ a trusted third party randomizer with an

untappable channel, which is more scalable (but less robust)

than the technique of Hirt and Sako (2000).

6.3. Voter key threshold schemes

Though the above categories of hidden vote schemes can sat-

isfy a number of properties, none of them so far seem to be dis-

pute-free. This is mainly because of the verifiable shared-key

generation protocol in the announcement stage which in-

volves a number of interactions between the authorities

and/or voters, that can lead to disputes. Voter key threshold

schemes achieve dispute-freeness property. The voters act

as the authorities, and participate to jointly share/generate

their private keys, which are then used to encrypt their votes.

The tally is computable as long as a threshold number of

voters participate in voting and tallying. Such schemes are

suitable for small scale elections where the presence of a sep-

arate authority is considered unnecessary as noted in Schoen-

makers (1999). We present the main idea used in

Schoenmakers (1999) below.

6.3.1. Scheme in Schoenmakers (1999)
The Vj uses a publicly verifiable (t, n) secret sharing scheme, to

share a random secret sj among the n voters (including self).

Vj then posts its vote as:

E
�
vj; sj

�
¼ gvj gsj ¼ gvjþsj : (11)

t honest voters can together compute g
P

j
sj and then the tallyP

j vj from g
P

j
vjþ
P

j
sj .
6.3.2. Analysis of the scheme in Schoenmakers (1999)
Since all the stages of this scheme are publicly verifiable, dis-

putes can be resolved by anyone. Scalability, efficiency and practi-

cality are traded for dispute-freeness property. The scheme also

requires all voters to participate in the tallying stage. A variant

of Schoenmakers (1999) proposed in Kiayias and Yung (2002)

overcomes this particularweakness by satisfying a property de-

fined as self-tally i.e. the tally is computable only when the last

vote is cast. In addition to dispute-freeness, the scheme

achieves the property of maximal privacy by simply making

the threshold t¼ n. Each voter generates n random shares of

a 0 (zero sharing) and distributes to n voters (including self).

The private key sj of Vj then becomes the sum of shares received

from n voters (including self). When all the shares are combined

by the voters,
P

j sj ¼ 0, and hence, g
P

j
vjþ
P

j
sj ¼ g

P
j
vj . In order

to achieve fairness, the last voter is required to cast a mandatory

zero vote, else the election result can be biased by the last voter.

However, robustness property is lost since if one of the n voters

does not send vote, then the election is disrupted and reactive

measures will need to be implemented to compute the tally.

Due to the fixed format for votes, practical elections that

include write-in votes cannot be implemented with hidden

vote schemes using homomorphic encryption. Also the proof

generation and verification, as well as vote encoding become

complex and inefficient with the increase in the number of

candidates, limiting the scope of this approach.

7. Hidden voter with hidden vote

To address the efficiency and vote format problems of hidden

vote schemes, this third paradigm of voting schemes, was ini-

tiated by Fujioka et al. (1993) and Park et al. (1994). In the hidden

voter class, there were no stringent limitations on the format

of the vote and the tallying process was simple. However,

the inherent fairness problem was its major disadvantage.

Inaccuracy when detected made a re-election inevitable and

since the partial tally was revealed the re-election was unfair.

A solution to this problem is possible if the votes are also

encrypted (hidden vote) instead of being open. This is the hid-

den voter with hidden vote approach (HVHV).

In this approach, the voter uses the anonymous channel to

send an encrypted vote to the tallying authority at the receiving

end of the channel. We can think of HVHV class of schemes as

a hybrid of the two previous classes. Based on the techniques

used, we can further classify HVHV schemes into: token based

schemes, homomorphic encryption based schemes, and token and

homomorphic encryption based schemes.

7.1. Token based schemes

These schemes were derived from the hidden voter class. Dur-

ing registration the voter obtains a blind signature on an en-

cryption of its vote from a registration authority. As in Fig. 6,

the voter sends the signed hidden vote anonymously to a tally-

ing authority as:

EKm

�
signA

�
EK

�
vj; rj

�
;K�1

A

��
; (12)

where EKm is the public key (Km) encryption requirement of the

anonymous channel (mixnet), and K is the public key of
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a tallying authority(s) or the voter, and K�1
A is the private key of

registration authority. vj can be a pre-specified or un-specified

vote. The tallying authority(s) share (or receive) the key K�1 to

decrypt the votes and compute the tally. The scheme pro-

posed in Fujioka et al. (1993) initiated this category and is de-

scribed below.

7.1.1. Scheme in Fujioka et al. (1993)
The main idea used is to make K ¼ KVj

in Eq. (12), where K�1
Vj

is

the private key of eligible Vj. After all signed tokens are re-

ceived anonymously by the tallying authority, an indexed list

of tokens is published. In order to decrypt the votes each Vj

checks the indexed list for its token, and then sends the

ðindex;K�1
Vj
Þ over an anonymous channel to the tallying au-

thority. Hence the votes are decrypted and tally is then com-

puted and posted on the bulletin board.

7.1.2. Analysis of the scheme in Fujioka et al. (1993)
Maximal fairness property is achieved, since even if all author-

ities collude, they would not be able to compute the partial

tally. However, to achieve this the voter is required to partici-

pate in the tallying stage ( post-vote-casting) which makes the

scheme impractical. The main weakness of this scheme is

however, the accuracy and robustness. Any abstainee can be

detected by registration authority, and the authority could

add votes for them. Collusion between voter and registration

authority, and token collisions can also create inaccuracies.

The scheme in Baraani-Dastjerdi et al. (1995) tries to solve

the robustness and accuracy by using multiple tallying au-

thorities, and a trusted authority with untappable channels.

But the approach is not really practical. In Juang et al. (2002)

a more practical, scalable solution to the problem of accuracy

and robustness, including the token collision problem was

proposed. The main difference here is that the token contains
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Tallying Authority

D
K
( E

K
(v,r) ) = v

E
Km 

( sign
A
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K
(v, r), K

A

-1
 ))

sum(v)

DECRYPTION
MIXNET

{E
Km 

( sign
A
(E

K
(v, r), K

A

-1 
))}

{ sign
A
(E

K
(v, r), K

A

-1 
)}

R

Fig. 6 – A typical token based HIDDEN VOTER with HIDDEN

VOTE scheme, using blind signatures. During registration,

voter obtains blind signature of an authority (with private

key KL1
A ) on vote. Voter then posts signed encrypted vote,

EKm

�
signA

�
EKðv; rÞ;KL1

A

��
, on the bulletin board. Km is the

public key of the decryption mixnet. After all votes have

been cast, the decryption mixnet is used to submit encryp-

ted votes to tallying authority. During the tally stage, the

tallying authority obtains KL1, decrypts the votes and

computes the tally sumðvÞ.
an election tag, ID and signature of Vj (which solves collision

problem), and the vote is encrypted separate from the token,

using a public key K. The scheme has a set of registration au-

thorities, using a threshold blind signature scheme (to avoid

collusion between voter and registration authority). A set of

k tallying authorities shares the private key K�1. Here maximal

fairness property is traded for accuracy and practicality, with

fairness only up to k� 1 internal adversaries.

The receipt-freeness weakness of Fujioka et al. (1993) was

addressed by Okamoto (1997). The main idea of the scheme

is to use trapdoor bit commitment technique as:

EKVj

�
vj; rj

�
¼ comm

�
vj; rj;KVj

�
¼ gvj gsjrj ¼ gvjþsjrj ; (13)

where g˛G, sj˛Zq is the secret of the voter with KVj
¼ gsj . The

random string rj˛Zq is the trapdoor that allows the voter to

construct:

comm
�

v0j; r
0
j;KVj

�
¼ comm

�
vj; rj;KVj

�
: (14)

This enables the voter Vj to prove the vote to be v0j or vj. Hence

the scheme achieves receipt-freeness property. However, Oka-

moto (1997) assumes availability of anonymous untappable chan-

nels (for sending vj, rj) which is not a practical assumption.

7.2. Homomorphic encryption based schemes

The above category based on tokens, could not satisfy accu-

racy as well as universal verifiability. Hidden vote schemes

based on homomorphic encryption were able to satisfy these

properties. Hence a second category of HVHV schemes, based

on homomorphic encryption technique was proposed. Such

a scheme appeared in Park et al. (1994) and was subsequently

improved in verifiability and robustness (Ogata et al., 1997;

Jakobsson, 1998; Abe, 2000; Golle et al., 2002). The general

structure of these schemes in stages is as follows.

Announcement stage: Authorities publish the public key

K ¼ gS and g˛G as seen before. S˛Zq is shared by a group

of tallying authorities using a (t, k) threshold scheme.

Pre-voting stage: n voters register, and each registered Vj

then computes:

EK

�
vj; rj

�
¼
�
grj ;Krj vj

�
¼ ðX;YÞ; rj˛RZq; (15)

where vj˛G can be a pre-specified or an un-specified vote.

Voting stage:

(1) Vote casting: As shown in Fig. 7, Vj posts encrypted vote

EK

�
vj; r

�
in designated section on the board. An op-

tional check might be done by authority (depending

on the mixnet employed) just to ensure format of the

n encrypted votes.

(2) Mixing: The batch of n encrypted votes is sent through

the verifiable, re-encryption mixnet, containing m

mixes. The output of the mixnet will contain a batch

of mixed encrypted votes, each vote of the form:

EK

�
vpðjÞ; rpðjÞ þ R

�
¼
�
grpðjÞ ;KrpðjÞþRvpðjÞ

�
¼ ðX0;Y0Þ; (16)

where p : n/n denotes the random permutations of the m

mixes, and R denotes the sum of random numbers used by
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the mixes to re-encrypt.3 Proofs are generated from the

mixing process. Optionally, these proofs may be posted

on the bulletin board. The mixing process is verified to be

correct.

Tallying stage: Using the private key S, verifiable decryption

of each vote is performed as:

vpðjÞ ¼ Y0=ðX0ÞS: (17)

A non-interactive proof of correct decryption, proofA, is

posted. The votes are verified to be valid and are then

counted to generate the final tally.

Verification stage: Depending on the mixnet used, anyone

can verify (conditionally (Golle et al., 2002) or universally

verifiable (Neff, 2001)) that the tally is accurate.

7.2.1. Analysis of homomorphic based HVHV schemes
The mixnet being the main protocol in these schemes, deter-

mines the properties satisfied. If a universally verifiable, ro-

bust re-encryption mixnet (such as Neff, 2001; Furukawa and

Sako, 2001) is used, then properties including eligibility, pri-

vacy, accuracy, fairness, and robustness can be satisfied.

The main properties that separate the HVHV schemes within

this category, are the scalability (efficiency) and robustness of

the mixnet. Most of the schemes can be modified to satisfy re-

ceipt-freeness property. Such a modification is proposed in

Lee et al. (2003), where the idea (as seen in Section Authority

key threshold schemes) is to use a tamper-resistant random-

izer that generates the random string rj for the voter Vj using

non-interactive proof (Jakobsson et al., 1996).

Voter

BULLETIN BOARD

Tallying Authority

D
K
( E

K
(v,r') ) = v

E
K
(v, r)

{E
K
(v, r)}

sum(v), proof
A

RE-ENCRYTION
MIXNET

{E
K
(v, r')}

R

Fig. 7 – A typical homomorphic encryption based HIDDEN

VOTER with HIDDEN VOTE scheme. Voter submits encryp-

ted vote EKðv; rÞ, to its authenticated section in the bulletin

board. After all votes have been cast, the re-encryption

mixnet is used to submit re-encrypted and permuted votes

to tallying authority. The votes are decrypted to get the tally

sumðvÞ and is posted along with proof of correct decryption

proofA.

3 R is different for each element at the output of the mix. We
avoid complexity of notation.
However, this receipt-free approach is not generally appli-

cable to all schemes. This is due to the fact that some re-en-

cryption mixnets, such as that of Golle et al. (2002), require Vj

to prove knowledge of rj used. This step is taken to address mal-

leability of ElGamal encryption i.e. a vote of the form EK

�
vj; rj

�
can be duplicated by another voter Vl as EK

�
vj; rj þ rl

�
. By doing

this, a coerced Vl can affect the tally randomly or try to gain sta-

tistical information about Vj’s choice (corrupt Vl). The approach

of Lee et al. (2003) hides rj from Vj and the proof of knowledge of

rj cannot be provided by Vj.

As a variant of the above category, an HVHV scheme that ex-

tends a hidden vote scheme to include write-in votes is proposed

in Kiayias and Yung (2004). The main idea is to employ a hybrid

approach of using a re-encryption mixnet (for write-in votes)

and a homomorphic encryption scheme (for regular, pre-speci-

fied votes). The voter generates a vector vote that contains three

fields, one for a pre-specified vote (among a set of c candidates),

a flag bit and a write-in vote field. Initially, all fields are set to 0. If

the flag bit is 1 it indicates that there is a write-in vote (for an un-

specified candidate). The scheme limits the option of voting for

either a pre-determined candidate or a write-in vote, but not

for both. The voter posts the encrypted vector vote along with

a proof of validity of vote. The first field of all vector votes is com-

bined and decrypted to obtain the tally for the pre-specified can-

didates. The write-in votes are handled separately, in batches of

certainsize,bysendingthemthroughare-encryptionmixnet.To

ensure privacy of voter, a heuristic measure of adding random

number of blank write-in votes in each batch is proposed. The

output of themixnet is then used to tally the write-invotes.How-

ever, the scheme sacrifices efficiency and scalability as the num-

ber of write-in votes increases. Also, like other HVHV schemes

above, the incoercibility property is not satisfied.

7.3. Token and homomorphic encryption based schemes

This category of HVHV schemes, try to satisfy receipt-freeness

and incoercibility properties. Schemes proposed in Juels and

Jakobsson (2002) and Acquisti (2004) belong to this category

and their main idea is presented below.

7.3.1. Schemes in Juels and Jakobsson (2002)
and Acquisti (2004)
During registration stage, voter obtains a unique token

encrypted with a public key that is shared by k authorities.

The public key encryption used is homomorphic. Voter sends

encrypted vote combined with the encrypted token, over an

anonymous broadcast channel to a bulletin board with no desig-

nated sections. Each voter’s token allows multiple votes to

be cast, but only one encrypted vote per token is considered

for decryption. The authorities blindly compare each of the

submitted encryptions with a mixed (using re-encryption

mixnet) set of valid encrypted tokens, to determine the valid-

ity of the voter and the associated vote before decrypting the

vote. The approach of Acquisti (2004) improves on Juels and

Jakobsson (2002) by accommodating write-in votes.

7.3.2. Analysis of schemes in Juels and Jakobsson (2002)
and Acquisti (2004)
Receipt-freeness property is achieved by allowing the voter to

prove encrypted token/vote in more than one way. This also
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enables the voter to give fake token to adversary. Since adver-

sary cannot confirm the token nor the abstention of voter, and

since the voter can vote multiple times without being traced

by adversary, the incoercibility property is indeed satisfied,

but conditionally. This is because the schemes assume that

adversary is not present in the registration stage, hence not

addressing the presence of adversary during all stages of the

scheme. Unfortunately, scalability, universal verifiability and

accuracy properties are traded for incoercibility. The anony-

mous broadcast channel with no designated section on the

bulletin board, can also be difficult to implement.

8. Discussion

Having looked at the various schemes under our classification,

we now contrast the approaches. Tables 2 and 3 provide

a comparison of voting schemes that we have discussed in

the previous sections. A graphical illustration of the design

space for generic voting schemes and the three classes of vot-

ing schemes is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 .

8.1. Comparison between the classes

(1) Hidden voter schemes: The main advantages of hidden voter

schemes, are that tallying process is the simplest among

all the three classes, and computation at the voter end is

also simple. However, in these schemes accuracy, fairness

and robustness cannot be satisfied together. Inaccuracies

in the tally can only be resolved by another election which

is in no way fair. Moreover, the voter participation re-

quirement can be heavy. Anonymous channel implemen-

tation with robust, verifiable decryption mix-nets can
reduce the voter participation, but such channels are still

cumbersome and not really efficient when used for large

scale elections.

(2) Hidden vote schemes: The voter participation is minimal

and universal verifiability property is easy to achieve.

More importantly, there is no requirement for any form

of mix-nets. Small scale elections (e.g. boardroom elec-

tions) can benefit from simplicity of hidden vote schemes

since they can be designed to work without any authority,

using the dispute-freeness property. The biggest draw-

back with hidden vote schemes is that vote format is

not flexible to accommodate write-in votes. Also some

vote formats proposed involve complex computations

for the voter and at times for tallying. However, complex-

ity for simple 1-of-2 candidates election can be relatively

efficient compared to HVHV approaches.

(3) Hidden voter with hidden vote schemes: The main advantages

of HVHV are the flexible vote format (including write-in)

and relatively low voter computation (no complex proofs

are usually necessary), which are desirable properties

for large scale elections. However, anonymous channel

implementation is an issue in HVHV schemes as in hidden

voter schemes, although to a lesser extent (see below).

Trading scalability of scheme for achieving universal ver-

ifiability and accuracy using the mixnet, is a factor in de-

ciding between hidden vote and the HVHV approach. The

tallying process itself can be tedious since it requires indi-

vidual encrypted vote validation, decryption, and vote val-

idation followed by the actual tallying. Hence, while in

hidden vote the post-vote-casting process involves the

verification of proofs and tallying, in HVHV the post-

vote-casting process involves time consuming mixing

and tallying.
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8.2. Comparison between decryption mixnets
and re-encryption mixnets

The promising HVHV schemes are based on re-encryption mix-

nets while the hidden voter schemes are based on the decryp-

tion mixnets. Both forms of mixnets have problems, with

robustness and verifiability being a deterrent to scalability.

The re-encryption mixnets however, are inherently more ro-

bust to faults than decryption mixnets. This is essentially due

to the fact that in re-encryption mixnet, the key used to encrypt

the votes is separate from the mixes, which just re-encrypt and

permute the input batches. But in the case of decryption mix-

nets, the public key of the mixnet is used to encrypt the votes.

Hence, in the case of re-encryption mixnets, the problem of ro-

bustness is only limited to ensuring correct mixing by the

mixes, in decryption mixnets (in addition to ensuring correct-

ness) the public key of the faulty mix will still need to be decryp-

ted to compute the votes. Finally, to the best of our knowledge,

while re-encryption mixnets with universal verifiability prop-

erty have been proposed (Furukawa and Sako, 2001; Neff,

2001), construction of robust decryption mixnets satisfying

universal verifiability remains an open problem.

8.3. Tradeoffs

Figs. 8 and 9 indicate that common security property tradeoffs

exist in the three classes of voting schemes. An analysis of

some important tradeoffs is presented below.

Maximalprivacy property which allows the privacy of a voter

to be breached only with a collusion of all remaining entities

(voters and authorities), while desirable, requires all the voters

to either participate in the post-vote-casting stage or to man-

datorily cast their votes (i.e. no abstaining). Hence maximal

privacy is often traded with fairness, robustness, scalability

and practicality. Fairness property has the same notion of pri-

vacy preservation against corrupt authorities. Achieving
maximal fairness property, which prevents computation of par-

tial tally even with a collusion of all authorities, requires the

voter to participate in the post-vote-tallying stage. Hence

maximal fairness property conflicts with practicality property.

Long-term privacy property was not discussed with any of

the schemes so far. To satisfy this property, all the communi-

cations between entities in the voting scheme, require a pri-

vate channel using private keys. For distribution of the

private keys to the entities, we further require untappable

channels. These requirements are hard to realize on a large

scale, hence essentially long-term privacy is traded by voting

schemes for the scalability and practicality properties.

Receipt-freeness property does not imply incoercibility.

Schemes that satisfy receipt-freeness, assume absence of ad-

versary when vote is cast, and hence do not address incoerci-

bility property. Incoercible schemes are receipt-free, since the

voter is allowed to vote multiple times and also able to prove

its vote in more than one way. Moreover, the link between

the voter and its encrypted vote has to be eliminated to ensure

that the multiple voting is not traceable to the voter. Due to

this reason hidden vote, and hidden voter schemes cannot satisfy

incoercibility. Achieving incoercibility also leads to sacrificing

universal verifiability and hence accuracy. We note that the

design of a general receipt-free approach for the HVHV

schemes using re-encryption mixnets, is also an open prob-

lem. Finally, in the HVHV schemes that address incoercibility,

an assumption that adversary is not representing the voter

during registration becomes necessary. Under this assump-

tion a scheme satisfies incoercibility only conditionally.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we have provided a framework under which per-

formance of secure voting schemes can be evaluated and
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compared. Voting schemes since the seminal work of Chaum

(1981) and Cohen and Fischer (1985), lead to three distinct clas-

ses: hidden voter, hidden vote and the hidden voter with hid-

den vote (HVHV). After defining a set of security properties, we

investigated each class chronologically, to identify the proper-

ties satisfied. On comparison under our framework, we found

that there is no clear potential candidate. While hidden vote

class does have many desirable properties including dispute-

freeness, the vote format and incoercibility weaknesses limit

its application to practical elections. On the other hand,

HVHV class has more practical features including incoercibil-

ity, but is limited by the scalability of the re-encryption mix-

net. We see that a hybrid of a hidden vote and a HVHV

approach has appeal when implementing a scalable and prac-

tical voting scheme. Recent proposition by Kiayias and Yung

(2004) takes an initial step in this direction.

Research in mixnets is a growing area with many applica-

tions. We presented two classes of mixnets and how they are

integrated into voting schemes to achieve anonymity. In order

to extend secure electronic voting to a public network, we also

included incoercibility in our framework. A scalable, and ac-

curate e-voting scheme satisfying incoercibility can be a po-

tential candidate for voting over a public network such as

the Internet. We believe that our framework will allow de-

signers to check what conditions their schemes satisfy and

what are the tradeoffs, thus avoiding making any unwar-

ranted claims or unintended errors.
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